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Monthly Summary

The Lisle-Woodridge Fire District responded to 643 incidents this month. 417 (65%) of the monthly total were requests for Emergency Medical Services and the remaining 226 (35%) were Fire/Rescue related. We responded Mutual Aid/Auto Aid 34 times and received Mutual Aid/Auto Aid 47 times.

Incidents by District

Incident Type

- Smoke Detector Activation, No Fire -... 8
- Water Or Steam Leak 9
- Medical Alert Alarm 10
- Gas Leak (Natural Gas Or Lpg) 13
- Alarm System Sounded Due To Malfunction 22
- Motor Vehicle Accident With Injuries 23
- Dispatched & Cancelled En Route 29
- Assist Invalid 30
- Alarm System Activation, No Fire - Unintentional 66
- Ems Call, Excluding Vehicle Accident With Injury 353